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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�reneuronsRésumé : The lass of non-linear integrate and �re neuron models introdued in [19℄,ontaining suh models as the Izhikevih and the Brette-Gerstner ones, are hybrid dyna-mial systems, de�ned both by a ontinuous dynamis, the subthreshold behavior, and adisrete dynamis, the spike and reset proess. Interestingly enough, the reset indues inbidimensional models behaviors only observed in higher dimensional ontinuous systems(bursting, haos,. . . ). The subthreshold behavior (ontinuous system) has been studied inprevious papers. Here we study the disrete dynamis of spikes. To this purpose, we intro-due and study a Poinaré map whih haraterizes the dynamis of the model. We �ndthat the behavior of the model (regular spiking, bursting, spike frequeny adaptation, bista-bility, ...) an be explained by the dynamial properties of that map (�xed point, yles...).In partiular, the system an exhibit a transition to haos via period doubling, whih waspreviously observed in Hodgkin-Huxley models and in Purkinje ells.Mots-lés : Pas de motlef



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 3In [19℄, the author introdues a lass of nonlinear bidimensional integrate-and-�re neu-rons that is very interesting for the neuro-omputing ommunity. Indeed, they ombinethe omputational simpliity of lassial leaky integrate-and-�re neuron with the ability toreprodue a large number of behaviors reorded in intraellular experiments. Theses modelsalso get rid of the dependeny on a given threshold beause of their property to divergeat the times of the spikes. These models are bidimensional nonlinear dynamial systems.One of the variables involved is interpreted as the membrane potential. The seond variablemodels the adaptation of the nerve ell.These models are spiking models: they are de�ned by a subthreshold dynamis governedby a ontinuous dynamial system, an nonlinear bidimensional ordinary di�erential equation.The dynamis of the adaptation variable is linear, and the dynamis of the membranepotential involves a nonlinear onvex funtion F modeling the dynamis of ion hannels.For instane in the Adaptive Exponential model [1℄, the sodium urrent responsible for thegeneration of ation potentials is modelled by an exponential funtion, following the work of[7℄. In this subthreshold dynamis, the nonlinearity plays an essential role. It governs manybehaviors, as studied further in the paper [20℄. Beyond this ontinuous dynamis is mappeda disrete dynamis de�ned by the spiking proess. Indeed, after a spike emission, i.e. adivergene of the membrane potential, many solutions are possible. The reset ondition atthe times of the spike amounts resetting instantaneously the membrane potential to a givenvalue, while the adaptation variable, whih do not diverge at the time of the spikes, is addeda �xed deterministi value orresponding to the spike-triggered adaptation.Therefore, we will all these models hybrid dynamial systems, sine they are de�nedby both a ontinuous and a disrete dynamial system. This struture make these modelsvery interesting. Indeed, As observed in the di�erent publiations dealing with this typeof models [9, 1, 19℄, the addition of the reset to the bidimensional ontinuous dynamialsystems generates behaviors whih annot appear in autonomous bidimensional nonlinearODEs, suh as the bursting phenomenon and the existene of haos. So far the di�erentspiking patterns have only been simulated. Reently, Rihard Naud studied together withWulfram Gerstner and other olleagues [17℄ from a numerial point of view the emergeneof the di�erent spike patterns in one of the models of this lass: the adaptive exponentialmodel. In this paper we will rigorously study from a mathematial point of view thesedi�erent behaviors, in order to understand qualitatively the origin of the di�erent observedbehaviors, and quantitatively to get insights on the ranges of parameters to obtain a givenbehavior.In the �rst setion, we deal with the mathematial framework we study in the wholepaper. We introdue in this setion an essential element to study the spike patterns observed:the adaptation (or Poinaré) map, and study some of its properties. We observe that theproperties of this map are losely linked with the subthreshold dynamis properties, morepreisely with the number and stability of �xed points, and with the possible presene ofyles. This is why we hose to organize the paper depending on the number and thetype of �xed points of the subthreshold dynamis. The preise study of the properties ofthis map leads us to haraterize qualitatively the di�erent phasi and toni behaviors. In
RR n° 6531



4 Touboul & Brettethe ase where the subthreshold system has no �xed point, we will provide general andsimple onditions on Φ to get regular spiking and to distinguish between spike frequenyadaptation and mixed mode, explain map the origin of bursting ativity. When �xed pointsexists, the topologial properties of the subthreshold dynamis and the struture of theattration basins (stable �xed point) or stable manifold (saddle �xed point) will be veryimportant to distinguish between phasi and toni behaviors. In these ases, the map Φan be disontinuous and therefore its properties are more intriate. The di�erent behaviorsobserved qualitatively in eah ase lead us to study more preisely the bifurations betweenthese types of behaviors with respet to the subthreshold dynamis parameters. We will showthat the model was able to present haoti spiking trajetories, similar to those observed indetailed models suh as the Hodgkin-Huxley model taking into aount the temperature andthat had also been observed in intraellular reordings of the Prukinje ell. Furthermore,the qualitative di�erenes observed with respet to the subthreshold dynamis parametersleads us to study the bifurations with respet to the subthreshold parameters also. Thisstudy will lead us to introdue eletrophysiologial lasses, i.e. sets of parameters for whihthe neuron has qualitatively the same type of response depending on the stimulus intensity.These results are the �rst rigorous study of the spiking mehanism for this kind of spikingmodel.1 Basi de�nitions1.1 The lass of nonlinear modelsThe lass of systems we study here is the one we introdued [19℄ to study its subthresholdproperties. We reall here brie�y for the sake of ompleteness the main de�nitions. In thislass of models, The neuron's membrane voltage is the superpositions of two mehanisms:a nonlinear subthreshold integration mehanism, driven by the equation:
{dvdt

= F (v) − w + Idwdt
= a(bv − w)

(1.1)where a, b and I are real parameters and F is a real funtion aounting for the nonlinearioni urrents, satisfying the three assumptions ??, ??, ??. In order to ensure that theneuron will eliit spikes, we add the following assumption:Assumption (A1). There exists ε > 0 suh that F grows faster than v1+ε when v → ∞This subthreshold dynamis is oupled with a spike-and-reset mehanism: if the mem-brane potential blows up at time t∗, we onsider that a spike is emitted, and subsequentlythe membrane potential is instantaneously reset to a onstant value vr and the adaptationvariable is inreased by a onstant value d:
{

v(t∗) = vr

w(t∗) = w(t∗−) + d
(1.2)INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 5where vr is the value of the reset of the membrane potential and d > 0 a real parameteraounting for the spike-triggered adaptation.This system is an hybrid dynamial system: it is de�ned by both a ontinuous time dy-namial system given by the equations (1.1) and a disrete dynamial system alled the spikeand reset mehanism, given by the equations (1.2), with �ve real parameters (a, b, I, vr, d).The parameters (a, b, I) govern the subthreshold dynamis, while the parameters vr and
d govern the spike and reset mehanism. The subthreshold bifuration problem was �rststudied by Izhikevih in [11℄ in the ase of the adaptive quadrati integrate and �re model,and extended to the generalized lass of models of [19℄. It appears that a is not a bifura-tion parameter, and that the system undergoes a subritial Bogdanov-Takens bifuration.Moreover, under a simple ondition on F and the other parameters, the model an undergoa Bautin bifuration. This analysis aounts for the subthreshold behavior of the neuronand allows one to de�ne eletrophysiologial lasses of neurons depending on the parametersof the model, as we will do in [20℄ in the ase of the adaptive exponential model.Nevertheless, this former study does not explain the spiking behaviors of the neuron,whih are governed by the spike and reset mehanism. These properties are losely linkedwith topologial properties of the underlying dynamial system, and we are interested here inunderstanding these properties. In this setion we deal with the existene and uniqueness ofsolutions for this type of problems, and reall some of the main properties of the subthresholddynamial system.1.2 Existene and uniqueness of solutionThe Cauhy problem onsists in proving wether the there exists a unique solution to thisproblem de�ned on R2 given an initial ondition. It problem was adressed by RomainBrette in [2℄ in the ase of spiking models de�ned by a one dimensional ODE with a �nitespiking threshold and a reset ondition. He found that the reset introdued a ountableand ordered set of bakward solutions for a given initial ondition. He shows that beyondthe mathematial interest of this question, it had important impliations in terms of neuraloding, onsidering that the set of possible output spike trains in response to a given inputorresponds to the set of solutions de�ned on R.In the present ase we observe the same struture as in the ase of one-dimensionalmodels. First of all, we an readily prove that we have existene and uniqueness of solutionfor the forward equation.Proposition 1.1. The equations (1.1) and (1.2), together with initial onditions (v0, w0)at time t0 has a unique solution de�ned for t ≥ t0.Proof. Beause of the regularity ondition ??, Cauhy-Lipshitz theorem of existene anduniqueness of solution applies until the solution blows up. If the solution keeps bounded,then we have existene and uniqueness of solution. If the solution blows up at time t∗, thenwe are reset to a unique point, de�ned by the reset ondition 1.2, and we are again in the asewe already treated starting from (vr, w(t∗) + d) at time t∗. We an apply this mehanism
RR n° 6531



6 Touboul & Bretteagain provided that the value of w(t∗) is �nite. This is true beause of assumption (A1).Indeed, in that ase, when v → ∞, the equation of the trajetory in the phase plane reads:dwdv
=

a (b v − w)

F (v) − w + Iand this equation is integrable for v → ∞. Furthermore, to be able to prove the existeneand uniqueness of solution for all t ≥ t0, we need to ensure that the spike time does nottend to 0 (i.e. spikes do not aumulate at a given time loation). The spike time dereaseswhen the reset loation on the w axis dereaes also. When w0 is small enough, the valueof the adaptation variable is inreasing all along the trajetory and therefore the new resetloation will be greater than the former one, and hene it is impossible that this reset valuetends to −∞ (the preise study of the trajetories that will be lead in the sequell we providea further insight of this property). Therefore, the spike times have a lower bound on thistrajetory, and between two spike times, we an prove a property of existene and uniquenessof solution. Therefore we have existene and uniqueness of a solution starting from (v0, w0)whih is de�ned for any t ≥ t0).In this proposition, we proved that there existed a unique forward solution to the problemfor a given initial ondition. The bakward problem is slightly more omplex, and an betreated in the same fashion as done in [2℄. Let (v0, w0) be a given initial ondition at t0. Inthe ase of a �nite threshold, to have existene of a bakward solution one had to ensurethat the bakward solution will not ross the threshold. In our ase this is not possiblebeause of the struture of the equations (the membrane potential annot tend to in�nityin �nite time for the bakward problem). But a new issue appears: the membrane potentialan tend to −∞ in �nite time. In this ase no admissible bakward solution exists. If thenon-spiking bakward solution tends to −∞ in �nite time and furthermore if this trajetorydoes not ross the line v = vr, then there is no bakward solution admissible. We will studyfurther this issue below, beause we need more information on the reset dynamis.1.3 Subthreshold bifurationsBeause of existene and uniqueness of solution obtained in proposition 1.1, we onludethat the whole dynamis between two spikes depends only on the initial ondition of theneuron. The way the eliits a spike is mainly linked with the subthreshold dynamis, andde�ne eletrophysiologial lasses depending on the subthreshold dynamis parameters a, band the input urrent I. This issue has been investigated in [19, 20℄. We summarize herethe results obtained. Let us denote v∗(x) the unique solution, when it exists, of the equation
F ′(v∗(x)) = x. Let us denote by F ′

−∞ the limit of F ′(x) for x → −∞. This value an beeither �nite (but nonpositive) or equal to −∞. Note that beause of the strit onvexityassumption, if there exists a solution, it is unique. Furthermore, solutions exist for any
x ∈ (F ′

−∞,∞). Let us denote also m(x) = F (v∗(x)) − xv(x). It is the unique minimum,when v(x) exists, of t 7→ F (t) − x t. We have:
INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 7Theorem 1.2. The number and the stability of the �xed point of the subthreshold systemdepends on the parameters of the system in the following fashion:1. If I > −m(b), then the system has no �xed point.2. If I = −m(b), then the system has a unique �xed point, (v∗(b), w∗(b)), whih is non-hyperboli. It is unstable if b > a. Along this urve in the parameter spae (I, b), thesystem undergoes a saddle-node bifuration provided that F ′′(v∗(b)) 6= 0.3. If I < −m(b), then the dynamial system has two �xed points (v−(I, b), v+(I, b)) suhthat
v−(I, b) < v∗(b) < v+(I, b).The �xed point v+(I, b) is a saddle �xed point, and the stability of the �xed point

v−(I, b) depends on I and on the sign of (b − a):(a) If b < a, the �xed point v−(I, b) is attrative.(b) If b > a, it depends on the input urrent I with respet to the value I∗(a, b) =
bv∗(a) − F (v∗(a)).() At the point b = a and I = −m(a), the system undergoes a Bogdanov-Takensbifuration provided that F ′′(va) 6= 0. Therefore, from this point, there is a saddlehomolini bifuration urve haraterized in the neighborhood of the Bogdanov�Takens point by

(P ) :=

{

(I, b ≥ a) ; ISHom = −m(a) + −12

25

(b − a)2

F ′′(v∗(a))
+ o(| (b − a)2 |)

}

. (1.3)i. If I < I∗(a, b), the �xed point v−(I, b) is attrative.ii. If I > I∗(a, b), the �xed point v−(I, b) is repulsive.iii. On the parameter line given by
(AH) :=

{

(b, I) ; b > a and I = bv∗(a) − F (v∗(a))
}

,the system undergoes an Andonov Hopf bifuration, whose type is given bythe sign of the variable
A(a, b) = F ′′′(v∗(a)) +

1

b − a
F ′′(v(a))2.If A(a, b) > 0, then the bifuration is subritial, and if A(a, b) < 0, then thebifuration is superritial. If furthermore we have F ′′′(v∗(a)) < 0 and sometehnial onditions ful�lled, then the system undergoes a Bautin bifurationat the point v∗(a) for b = a − F ′′(v(a))2

F ′′′(v∗(a)) and I = bv∗(a) − F (v∗(a)).
RR n° 6531



8 Touboul & Brette

Figure 1: Nulllines of the dynamial system (horizontal axis: v; vertial axis: w). A. Thenulllines interset in two points, and divide the phase spae into 5 regions. The potential
V inreases below the V -nullline, w inreases below the w-nullline. The diretion of the�ow along eah boundary gives the possible transitions between regions (right). Spiking anonly our in the South region. B. The nulllines do not interset. All trajetories mustenter the South region and spike.

INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 9To desribe further the subthreshold dynamis we onsider that the phase plane is eitherseparated in three or �ve regions, depending on the existene of �xed points or not. Thedesription of these regions and the dynamis of the system between these regions is givenin �gure Fig.1. Note that in the ase of 1.A, a trajetory in the South region an either keepin the south region or quit this region to enter the enter region. Similarly, in the Northregion, it an either go East or West. We will preise this diagram later on in setion 1.4.The results on loal and global bifuration given in theorem 1.2 imply the existane offamilies of yles, whih we study further in the next setion.1.3.1 Periodi orbitsIn this setion we deal with the problem of haraterizing the number and the type of limityles of the system. The problem of determining the number and loation of limit ylesfor an autonomous planar vetor �eld is a very omplex problem for general dynamialsystems, ans the ase of a polynomial vetor �elds is still unresolved1. Nevertheless, forsimple systems suh as the one we are studying here,First of all, in the ase I > −m(b) (i.e. no �xed point for the subthreshold dynamis),it is lear that no limit yle an exist, beause of the shape of the vetor �eld (see �gure1A.). Indeed, all the trajetories in the South region are trapped in this region, where themembrane potential v is stritly inreasing, and therefore no yle an appear.When dereasing the urrent, the system will undergo a saddle-node bifuration, two�xed points will appear, but no yle will be generated. Hene the system has no yle for
b < a.For b > a, when dereasing further the input urrent, the system will undergo a Hopfbifuration, whih will generate a branh of limit yles. These limit yles are repulsiveif the system does not undergo a Bautin bifuration, and are attrative if the system doesand b > a − F ′′(v(a))2

F ′′′(v∗(a)) . The saddle-node and Andronov-Hopf bifurations ollide via aBogdanov-Takens bifuration at the point b = a. In the neighborhood of this bifuration,the family of limit yles ollide with the saddle �xed-point manifold and disappears via asaddle-homolini bifuration. The urve of saddle homolini bifurations has the expansionnear b = a given by equation (1.3), and an be ompletely omputed numerially using aontinuation algorithm. In the neighborhood of the Bogdanov-Takens bifuration, this urveexists and it an be ontinued on a semi-open interval in the parameter b, whih we denote
[b, sh) where sh an be either in�nite, or �nite if the value of the urrent of the homolinibifuration tends to −∞.There is no other bifuration in the system, hene no other yle an appear sponta-neously.Beause of the struture of our vetor �eld presented in �gure 1.B., the yles neessarilyinlude the �xed point v−, and do not inlude the �xed point v+, beause the South zoneinterseted with the set {v ≥ v+} is stable and no trajetory an esape from this zone.1it is the 16th of the 23 problems of David Hilbert
RR n° 6531



10 Touboul & BretteThese yles appear around the �xed point v−, and then in�ates until reahing the saddle�xed point v+.In this paper, the struture of the attration basin of the stable �xed point when it exists,of the stable limit yle when it exists, and of the stable manifold of the saddle �xed pointwill play an important role. We desribe their struture and topology in the next setion.1.4 Stable manifold and attration basinsIn planar dynamial systems, there exist two types of bounded trajetories stable trajeto-ries: �xed points and periodi orbits. The dynamial systems analysis we did in [19℄ lead usto identify all the possible �xed point, and a family of periodi orbits, the one that is gener-ated via Hopf bifuration. In general, the problem of �nding periodi orbits in a dynamialsystem is very hard to handle formally. In this setion we deal with these problem in thepartiular ase of the nonlinear neuron model we onsider.We are interested in this setion in the struture of the attration basins of boundedtrajetories. A point (v, w) belongs to the attration basin of a stable trajetory if and onlyif the system (1.1) starting from this point onverges towards this trajetory. The topologyof this set is governed by the subthreshold dynamis, and the problem of identifying in alosed form the attration basin of the bounded solutions is very hard to handle formally.Nevertheless in our ase, when suh a bounded stable trajetory exists, there always existsa saddle �xed point. We will see that the struture of the attration basin will be loselyrelated to the struture of the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point, whih helps usdesribing qualitatively these basins of attration.We now desribe in detail the struture of the attration basins of the stable �xed pointor of the stable limit yle when they exist, and the shape of the stable manifold of thesaddle-�xed point when it exists (i.e. when I < −m(b)).First of all, in the ase where b > a and I ∈ (ISHom, IHopf ), there exists a periodiorbit irling anti-lokwise around the stable �xed point. First of all, sine this orbit isa trajetory of the dynamial system, no solution an ross it beause of Cauhy-Lipshitztheorem. The attration basin of the stable �xed point will therefore be delineated bythe periodi orbit: any trajetory starting inside this zone delineated by the periodi orbitwill neesarily onverge to the �xed point beause of Poinaré-Bendixon's theorem, and nosolution starting outside this zone an onverge towards this �xed point beause trajetorieswill not ross (Cauhy-Lipshitz' theorem). The struture of the stable manifold in that aseis also in�uened by the shape of this periodi orbit. As already stated, the saddle �xed pointis outside that yle. For v ≥ v+, the stable manifold will be inside the v-nullline, beauseof the diretion of the eigenvetors of the Jaobian matrix at this point, and therefore thispart of the manifold will stay in the noth zone and this urve will be an inreasing funtionof v. For v < v+, the stable manifold winds around this yle in the south, enter, north andwest zone. Indeed, the stable manifold is a trajetory of the phase plane onverging to thesaddle �xed point. This manifold is therefore a solution of the bakward equation. For thebakward equation, two ases an appear: either the solution tends to minus in�nity, or it isa bounded trajetory. If it is a bounded trajetory, beause of Poinaré-Bendixon's theorem,INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 11it will either onverge to a �xed point or to a periodi orbit. There is no stable �xed pointreahable by the unstable manifold (the stable �xed point is repulsive for the bakwardsdynamis). Neesarily, this trajetory will onverge to the limit yle. Indeed, if it was notthe ase, this stable manifold will separate two zones, one of whih ontaining the unstablelimit yle and the stable �xed point. Any trajetory starting in the zone ontaining thestable �xed point will either onverge to the �xed point if it is inside the attration basin ofthis �xed point, whih is delineated by the unstable periodi orbit, or will be trapped insidethis zone and will not enter inside the periodi orbit. This the latter ase, this trajetory willnot diverge beause of the struture of the trajetories. Poinaré-Bendixon theorem wouldimply that there exists a stable �xed point or a stable periodi orbit in this zone whih isnot the ase. Therefore trajetory annot be trapped, and the stable manifold will windaround the Hopf limit yle (see �gure 2(a)).In the ases where there is no unstable limit yle around the stable trajetory, i.e. for
b < a, or b > a and I < Iyle in the ase of �xed points, or in the ase where the stabletrajetory onsidered is a periodi orbit, the attration basin of the stable �xed point andthe stable manifold will be quite di�erent. In these ases indeed, the attration basin willno more be a losed urve, and will be dedued from the shape of the stable manifold. Fromthe position of the nulllines and the eigenvetors of the Jaobian matrix at the saddle �xedpoint, it appears that the stable manifold must ross the saddle �xed point from aboveboth nulllines (North) to below both nulllines (South). It follows that the side above thenulllines is the graph of an inreasing funtion of V , like in the previous ase. For the otherpart of the manifold, several ases an our:� if the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point rosses both nulllines, for instanewhen F ′

−∞ > −∞ and if b ≥ (F ′

−∞
+a)2

4a
(see ??), then the separatrix will have theshape presented in �gure 2(b),� if only the w-nullline is rossed (whih will always be the ase when a < −F ′

−∞, andthe separatrix will have the shape presented in �gure 2(d),� in the ase where it rosses no nullline, the separatrix is the graph of an inreasingfuntion of v and is unbounded, like represented in �gure 2().1.5 Heterolini orbitsIn the ase where there are two unstable �xed point, one of whih is repulsive and theother saddle, then the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point will still be the graph ofan inreasing funtion of v for v ≥ v+, and in the submanifold starting from v < v+ willonnet to the repulsive �xed point, for the same reason as mentionned in the ase of thepresene of an unstable limit yle. Indeed, if we onsider the bakward equation startingin the neighborhood of the saddle �xed point, the repulsive �xed point of the forwarddynamis beomes attrative, and it is the unique bounded trajetory possible. The stablemanifold when onsidering the bakward equation will either onverge to the �xed point, orwill diverge, aording to Poinaré-Bendixon's theorem. But assuming that it is unboundedRR n° 6531



12 Touboul & Brette

(a) Stable Manifold and limit yle (b) Fixed point, separatrix rosses both nullline

() Fixed point, separatrix rosses no nullline (d) Periodi orbit, separatrix rosses the w-nulllineFigure 2: Representation of the attration basin and the stable manifold of the saddle �xedpoint in di�erent ases. Figure 2(a) orresponds to the ase where there exists a repulsivelimit yle around the stable �xed point. The red line orresponds to this �xed point, thebak dased line to the stable manifold (see the indiations in the �gure). In the other three�gures, we represented the ase where there is no limit yle in the phase plane. The dashedblak line represent the nulllines, the green line the stable manifold of the saddle �xed pointand the blue region the attration basin of the stable trajetory. Figure 2(b) orresponds tothe ase where the separatrix rosses both nulllines: it returns in the diretion v > 0 butwill never reah the other part of the stable manifold (ase of the AdExp model with originalparameters but a = 2gL and τm = τw); 2() is the ase where the stable manifold rosses nonullline: it is the graph of an inreasing funtion of v whih delineates the attration basinof the stable �xed point ((ase of the dimensioned AdExp model with the original parametersbut a = 2gL and τw = τm/3); 2(d) is the ase where the stable manifold only rosses the
w-nullline. It was represented in the ase where the stable trajetory is a periodi orbit(quarti model, a = 1, b = 2.51, I = −0.5). INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 13leads to a ontradition: if it is unbounded, it separates two zones (see �gure 2), one of whih

(a) Monotonous onnetion to equilibrium (b) Osillatory onnetion to equilibriumFigure 3: Stable manifold of the saddle �xed point in the ase of two unstable equilibria.Dashed blak urves are the nulllines of the system and the red urve is the stable manifold.ontaining the unstable �xed point. A trajetory having its initial ondition in this zone willbe trapped in it for all t > 0. But in this zone, the trajetory will be bounded beause of thestruture of the vetor �eld, but their is no �xed point nor stable periodi orbit. ThereforePoinaré-Bendixon's theorem leads to a ontradition, and the stable manifold neesarilyonnets to the repulsive �xed point. This onnetion an be one of two types (see �gure3: a monotonous onnetion in the ase where the eigenvalues of the Jaobian matrix ofthe repulsive �xed point are real, and an osillating onnetion when the eigenvalues havea non-nul imaginary part. This branh of stable manifold is therefore an heterolini orbit,onneting a repulsive equilibrium to a saddle equilibrium. It is struturally stable, anddisappears at the Hopf bifuration. In the ase where the Hopf bifuration is subritial, theheterolini orbit onneting the repulsive �xed point and the saddle �xed point onvertsinto an heterolini orbit onneting the saddle �xed point with the repulsive limit yle. Inthe ase where the Hopf bifuration is superritial (after Bautin bifuration) the heteroliniorbit will simply disappear.1.6 Symboli dynamis and spiking regionsThis further study lead us to make the diagram 1 more preise, and get a symboli dynamifor the subthreshold system. When there is no �xed point in the subthreshold system, thediagram given in 1.B. gives a symboli dynamis for the evolution of the system, but itwas not the ase for diagram 1.A. in the South and the North regions. The knowledge ofthe stable manifold helps us to give a better understanding of the regional dynamis of thesystem. When �xed points exists, we haraterized the stable manifold of the saddle �xed
RR n° 6531



14 Touboul & Brettepoint. It is omposed of two submanifold, one of whih is fully inluded in the North zone,whih we denote Γ+, and the other one Γ− whih an be either an heterolini orbit, thatan wind around the possible unstable limit yle, or that an be unbounded. This urve
Γ− starts in the South region of 1.A. and then either onnets to the repulsive �xed point(ase of a �monotonous� heterolini orbit of �gure 3(a)), or keep under the w-nullline andstay in the South region (ase of �gure 2()), or enters the West region.We distinguish two ases. When a stable trajetory exists (�xed point or periodi orbit) inthe system, the attration basin of this zone onstitutes a stable region under the dynamis,whih we all the rest region. Otherwise, in all the ases, there exists another stable regionunder the dynamis, whih we all the bottom region, and whih is the zone delineated bythe minimum between the w-nullline and the urve Γ−. The right region is delineated bythe urve Γ+ on the left, and down by the w-nullline. Eventually, there exists possibly aup region. The right and the up region go in �nite time in the bottom region where theyare trapped. These regions form a Markov partition of the dynamis. Interestingly enough,with this symboli oding, we an see that every initial ondition that is not inside the restzone will eventually be after a �nite time in the bottom region. This is very important interms of spikes. Indeed, we an prove that for any initial ondition in the bottom region,the membrane potential v will blow up in �nite time, and therefore a sike will be emitted.Indeed, let (v0, w0) be a given initial ondition in the bottom region at time t0. Aordingto the shape of the vetor �eld, as presented in our Markov partition, the whole trajetorywill be trapped in this zone. But in this zone, we always have w ≤ v and therefore for all
t ≥ t0 we have w(t) ≤ b v(t) . Aording to Gronwall's theorem, the membrane potential attime t ≥ tS will be greater or equall to the solution of:

{

˙̃v = F (ṽ) − b ṽ + I

ṽ(tS) = v(tS)whih blows up in �nite time by the virtue of assumption (A1).Therefore any trajetory entering the bottom region will spike, and furthermore anytrajetory having its initial ondition outside the rest region will fall in the bottom regionin �nite time, and therefore eliit a spike.Therefore we have been able to determine the regions of initial onditions where theneuron spikes. But this desription does not aount for the spike patterns produed by agiven neuron whih heavily relies on the reset proess. The main tool we will use to qualifythe spikes dynamis will be the disrete map governing the evolution of the adaptation resetpoint, whih we will all the Poinaré appliation or the adaptation map.1.7 The Poinaré appliationThe main tool we will use to haraterize the spike patterns will be a disrete map, thePoinaré (or adaptation map), de�ned as follows.De�nition 1.1 (The adaptation (Poinaré) map). We denote byD the domain of adaptationvalues w0 suh that the solution of (1.1) with initial ondition (vr, w0) blows up in �niteINRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 15

(a) Monotonous heterolini orbit (b) Osillatory heterolini orbit

() Unstable limit yle (d) Unbounded attration bassin rossing bothnulllines

(e) Unbounded attration bassin rossing nonulllineFigure 4: Markov partition of the dynamis: the bottom region is a stable region where eahtrajetory starting from the up or right region will end up in �nite time. The rest regionomposed of the attration basin of the possible stable trajetory is an isolated region.RR n° 6531



16 Touboul & Brettetime. Let w0 ∈ D, and denote (v(t), w(t)) the solution of (1.1) with initial ondition (vr, w0)and t∗ the blowing time of v. The Poinaré map Φ is the unique funtion suh that
Φ(w0) = w(t∗) + dThe Poinaré map gives the next reset loation of a spiking trajetory starting on theline v = vr. If we are interested in the spike patterns generated from an initial ondition

(v0, w0) where possibly v0 6= vr, the analysis will be valid after the �rst spike is emitted.More preisely, either (v0, w0) is in the attration basin of a bounded trajetory or on thestable manifold of the saddle �xed point, then it will not eliit a spike. If it is not, then itwill �re in �nite time and be reset on the line v = vr at a given level, say w1. From thispoint, the study of the iterations of the map Φ will be valid.Moreover, assume that in the dynamial system de�ned by (1.1) starting from the initialondition (vr, w0) is in a toni spiking behavior (i.e. �res after any given time T , heneeliits in�nitely many spikes). Then let (tn)n≥0 be the sequene of spike times, and de�nethe sequene of adaptation reset points by wn := w(tn) = w(t−n ) + d. The Poinare map ofthis dynamial system is the funtion Φ suh that
Φ(wn) = wn+1Hene we will be able to apply tehniques of nonlinear analysis of iterations of maps to studythe spiking loation sequenes and the spiking times.For these reasons, we will be interested in the sequel in the dynamis of the iterationof the map Φ whih orresponds to a trajetory starting from an initial ondition on theline v = vr. On this line, the intersetions of the line v = vr with the nulllines will be ofpartiular interest in the study of Φ. We omit for the sake of simpliity the dependeny ofthese points with respet to the parameters, and de�ne:

{

w∗ = F (vr) + I

w∗∗ = bvr

(1.4)Both point depend on the reset voltage vr. Interestingly enough, besides vr, the point w∗only depends on the input urrent and the nonlinearity, while the point w∗∗ only depends onthe parameter b. The �gure Fig.5 represents bundles of trajetories for w < w∗ or w > w∗∗in the ase where the nulllines do not interset. It illustrates the qualitative distintionslinked with the relative loation of w with respet to w∗.The time it takes the neuron to eliit a spike governs the inter-spike interval. It istherefore a very pertinent information for a quantitative analysis of the models, or forunderstanding the neural ode. This map, as the Poinaré appliation Φ, is de�ned onthe spiking domain D by: T : w 7→ t∗(w) where t∗(w) is the spike time if the membranepotential starts at (vr, w) at time t = 0. If this map is one-to-one, then the reset loation isdiretly linked with the interspike interval. Figure Fig.6 represents the map T in the ase ofthe quarti model for di�erent sets of parameters. We observe that this map is not alwaysinjetive. Let us desribe quikly its dynamis in the ase where there is no �xed point forINRIA
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∗) and rosses again the line v = vr before spiking.the subthreshold dynamis. In this ase, T is de�ned for all w ∈ R, it is inreasing for
w ≤ w∗, as a straightforward appliation of the monotony of the modulus of the vetor �eldwith respet to w and the shape of the phase diagram partition in trajetories. For w > w∗,the trajetory turns around the point (vr, w

∗) and rosses again the urve v = vr. Hereagain, it is lear that the time it takes for rossing again the urve v = vr inreases with w.This time inrease is ompensated by the fat that when w inreases, the seond rossing
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Figure 6: Spike times T funtion for the quarti model for di�erent values of a and b. Wean see that the funtion is not always inreasing.loation of the urve v = vr dereases. Eventually, as we prove in the sequel, the seondrossing loation of the urve v = vr has a lower bound, and hene after a given time, themap T will inreases again.As already disussed, the map T is not always one-to-one. Therefore few reset loationsan orrespond to the same interspike interval. In this ase, it the dynamis of the map
Φ does not onverge to a �xed point but to a yle ontaining two points orrespondingto the same spike time ould be onsidered as regular spiking. Nevertheless, it will beonsidered as a burst of period two both from our mathematial point of view and fromthe eletrophysiologial point of view. Indeed, neesarily one the point w will be assoiatedwith a sharp afterpotential (i.e. the membrane potential will be inreasing all along thetrajetory) and the other with a broad after potential (i.e. the membrane potential will �rstderease, then inrease to the spike), whih is harateristi of the bursts.For these reasons, this map will not be of great interest in our study sine we will fous onqualitative properties of the spike sequenes, and this map does not perturb the phenomenawe onsider.Now that we introdued the main ingredients of our study, we will study the mainproperties of this map. The di�erent spike patterns are linked with the topology of thedomain D and with properties of the map Φ. We hose here to present our results infuntion of the subthreshold dynamial properties, sine it will make our mathematialanalysis learer. We will summarize the di�erent regions of parameters for whih a givenspike pattern is produed in setion ??.2 No �xed point aseIn this setion we onsider the ase where there is no �xed point in for the subthresholddynamial system. This ase orresponds to the ase where I > −m(b) aording to theorem1.2. In that ase the system has neither stable �xed point nor limit yle, and hene nobounded trajetory. The neuron will emit a spike whatever its initial ondition. Indeed, let
(v0, w0) be a given initial ondition at time t0 for the subthreshold system. Aording to the

INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 19diagram 1, the trajetory will always be after a given �nite time in the South zone, whihorresponds in this ase to the bottom zone. As already disussed in setion 1.6, as soonas the trajetory enters this zone, it keeps trapped in this zone and blows up in �nite timeaording to Gronwall's theorem.Therefore, the de�nition domain of the Poinaré map is D = R: for any initial ondition,the neuron will eliit a spike. Let us now haraterize the Poinaré appliation in this ase.Theorem 2.1. In the ase I > −m(b), the Poinaré map satis�es the following properties(see �gure Fig.7):� It is inreasing on (−∞, w∗] and dereasing on [w∗,∞),� For all w < w∗∗ then Φ(w) ≥ w + d > w,� The map Φ is regular,� It is onave for w < w∗,� It has a unique �xed point in R,� It has an horizontal asymptote (plateau) when w → ∞This theorem is quite important to understand the main properties of the reset sequene.These properties are straightforwardly proved if we had a spiking threshold, the only teh-nial intriay is the fat that the spike ours when the membrane potential blows up.

Figure 7: The Poinaré appliation Φ in the ase of the quarti model for I > −m(b) (no-�xed point). The blue line orresponds to the map Φ, the red line to the identity map andthe blak line loalizes w∗. We an observe easily on this diagram the main properties of Φin this ase stated in theorem 2.1.
RR n° 6531



20 Touboul & BretteProof.� Monotony: Beause of Cauhy-Liphitz existene and uniqueness theorem, two orbitsannot ross between two spike times, sine we have uniqueness of the solution fora given initial ondition. Let us onsider the Jordan setion de�ned by the urve
{v = vr}. By appliation of Jordan's theorem (see for instane [4, Chap. 9, appendix,p. 246℄), the solutions are always ordered on this setion. It means that if w0

1 < w0
2 andthe two solutions ross again the Jordan setion, then the order of the new rossingpositions w1

1 and w1
2 is hanged, i.e. w1

2 < w1
1.Let w1(0) < w2(0) ≤ w∗ two points in D. Let v1(t) and v2(t) be the solutions of theequations (1.1) with initial onditions (v1(0) = vr, w1(0)) and (v2(0) = vr, w2(0))respetively. Then we just have to show that the monotony of the solutions is onservedasymptotially when v → ∞. This is true beause these solutions are in the bottomregion and annot esape from this zone. In this region, the variables v(t) and w(t) arestritly inreasing and blow up in �nite time. Therefore, the solutions are ordered thesame way as the initial ondition all along the trajetory and hene w1(ts) ≤ w2(ts)where ts is the spike time. Hene Φ is inreasing on (−∞, w∗].Let now w∗ ≤ w1(0) < w2(0). In that ase, the initial ondition is in the up zone(the �North� zone), and in this zone, the variable v dereases, untill rossing the v-nullline. After rossing this nullline, the variable v(t) will inrease. In will thenenter the Center zone and eventually the South (bottom) zone, and blow up in �nitetime. Therefore, the solutions will ross the Jordan setion {v = vr} exatly one, sayat time tr. At this time, the order of the solutions will be inverted (w1(tr) > w2(tr).Starting from these points, the above analysis applies, and therefore Φ is dereasingon [w∗,∞).� Behavior for w < w∗∗ : If w < w∗∗, then w will inrease all along the trajetory, andhene w(ts) ≥ w and hene Φ(w) ≥ w + d.� Regularity: The regularity of Φ for w < w∗ omes from the theorem of regularity ofthe solution of an ordinary di�erential equation with respet to its initial ondition.The equation of the orbits of the system in the phase plane reads:dwdv

=
a(bv − w)

F (v) − w + Isine in the region w < w∗ (South, or bottom region) the value of F (v)−w + I nevervanishes (it has the lower bound I−m(b) > 0). Let us denote w(v; vr, w0) the solutionof this di�erential equation with initial ondition w0 at v = vr. Sine the appliation
(v, w) 7→ a(bv−w)

F (v)−w+I
is C∞ in w, Cauhy-Liphitz' theorem with parameters [?℄ impliesthat the map (v, vr, w0) 7→ w(v; vr, w0) is C∞. Furthermore, beause of assumption(A1), this funtion has a �nite limit when v → ∞. The regularity of Φ with respetto the initial ondition is equivalent to the regularity of the appliation

w∞ : w0 7→ lim
v→∞

w(v; vr, w0) INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 21To ensure that the map w∞ is ontinuous, we need to ensure that the onvergene ofthe appliations w(v; vr, w0) is uniform (or Ck) when v → ∞. The di�erential of theappliation w0 7→For w > w∗, the orbit will turn around the point (vr, w
∗). Hene Φ is the ompositionof the appliation giving the �rst rossing loation of the orbit with the urve {v = vr}and Φ for w < w∗. The seond is ontinuous beause of the latter argument, and the�rst one is learly ontinuous. Indeed, we know that at the initial time both w and

v will is derease. Fix w1 > w2 > w∗. Here again, the partition argument and thediretion of the vetor �eld ensures us that the position of the new rossing point isontinuous with respet to the initial ondition.At the point w = w∗, the same argument is still valid, hene our theorem is proved.� Conavity: The solution of equation (1.1) will never ross the v nullline. Let uswrite the solution of the orbit urves:dwdv
= g(v, w) :=

a(bv − w)

F (v) − w + I
(2.1)We onsider the �ow of the dynamial system (2.1) whih we denote ϕ(w0, v0, v) andwe prove the onvexity ondition on ϕ :

∂2ϕ

∂w2
0

< 0 ∀ (w, v)Indeed, we have:










∂g
∂w

= −a F (v)−bv+I
(

F (v)−w+I
)2

∂2g
∂w2 = 2 bv−F (v)−I

(

F (v)−w+I
)3and we know that on the trajetory F (v)−w+I > 0 and that beause of the nulllinespositions bv − F (v) − I < 0. Hene we have

{

∂g
∂w

< 0
∂2g
∂w2 < 0Now let us ompute the seond derivative of ϕwith respet to w0. We have ϕ(w0, v0, v) =

w0 +
∫ v

v0
g(u, ϕ(w0, v0, u)) du and hene:

∂2ϕ

∂w2
0

=

∫ v

v0

∂2g

∂w2

(

∂ϕ

∂w0

)2

+
∂g

∂w

∂2ϕ

∂w2
0

,
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22 Touboul & Bretteand hene we have ∂2ϕ

∂w2
0
≤

∫ v

v0

∂g
∂w

∂2ϕ

∂w2
0
. On the other hand, we an see using this equationthat ∂2ϕ

∂w2
0
(w0, v0, v0) = 0. Thus using Gronwall's theorem we obtain the onvexity ofthe funtion ϕ(·, v0, v) for all v0 and all v.The Poinaré appliation Φ is de�ned by

Φ(·) = lim
v→∞

ϕ(·, vr , v)and hene Φ has the same onvexity property for w < w∗.� Existene and uniqueness of �xed point: Let w0 < w∗. Sine we have for all x < w∗∗the property: Φ(x) ≥ x+d and for x > w∗, Φ(x) is a non-inreasing funtion, we haveexistene of at least one �xed point. The uniqueness is given by the onavity of Φ for
w < w∗ and the dereasing behavior of Φ for w > w∗.� Horizontal asymptote (plateau) : The only thing to prove is the existene of a solutiondiverging to −∞ when t → −∞. To do so, we searh for an invariant subspae ofthe phase plane for the inverse dynamis (i.e for the dynamial system (v(−t), w(−t))whih does not ross the v nullline : N := {w = F (v) + I}.For instane, we searh for a domain bounded by two lines:

B := {(v, w) | v ≤ v0, w ≤ w0 + α(v − v0)}We show that we an �nd real parameters (v0, w0, α) suh that this domain is invariantby the dynamis and does not ross N .First of all, for the boundary {v = v0, w ≤ w0}, we want v̇ ≥ 0, whih only means
w ≤ w∗(v0) = F (v0) + I.Now we have to haraterize both v0 , w0 and α suh that the vetor �eld is �owingout of this a�ne boundary. This simply means that 〈( v̇

ẇ

)

|
(

α
−1

)

〉 ≤ 0, i.e.: αv̇ − ẇ ≤ 0,on eah point of the boundary, whih is equivalent to:
a
(

bv − w0 − α(v − v0)
)

≥ α(F (v) − w0 − α(v − v0) + I) (2.2)Using the assumption lim
v→−∞

F ′(v) < 0, hene there exists an a�ne funtion suh thatfor all v ∈ R F (v) + I ≥ uv + β.We onsider now α < 0. Then ondition (2.2) implies that
(

ab − α(u − α) − aα
)

v +
(

− aw0 + αav0 + αw0 − α2v0

)

≥ 0Hene the only thing to ensure is that (

ab − α(u − α) − aα
)

< 0. This onditionis ahieved when the disriminant of this equation is stritly positive, i.e. for all
u > 2

√
ab − a or u < −2

√
ab − a. INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 23The initial ondition on u was to be greater than the minimum of F ′, hene any
u > max

(

2
√

ab − a, min
v∈R F ′(v)

) will be onvenient, and α = a+u
2 .In this ase, for all v < vm and w0 < wu the intersetion of {v = vm} and the tangentat F at the point xu solution of F ′(xu) = u, the vetor �eld is �owing out D and henewhen we invert the time diretion, the vetor �eld is �owing in this zone, hene D is�ow invariant, hene every solution in this zone does not ross the nullline, hene goesto in�nity with a speed minored by the minimal distane between le nullline and D.Hene we have proved that there is a solution going to −∞, and whih will spike byassumption. This solution rosses neessarily the line {v = vr}, and denote wL the

w assoiated to this intersetion. This solution uts the phase spae in two subspaeswhih do not ommuniate: every orbit starting in one of the two subspaes will stayin this subspae. Hene for all w > w∗, Φ(w) ≥ Φ(wL), hene Φ is dereasing andminored, hene onverges to a ertain value.2.0.1 Case of two unstable �xed point and no stable limit yleIn this ase, the struture of the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point is very importantto understand the dynamis. Beause of the properties of the subthreshold dynamis, it iseasy to show that in this ase the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point onnets to theunstable �xed point, sine any trajetory outside the stable manifold will eliit a spike. Thismanifold will possibly wind around the saddle �xed point if the eigenvalues of the unstable�xed point have a non-null imaginary part (see Fig.8(a)). For instane this will be the asearound the Hopf bifuration. At eah rossing point of the line v = vr with this stablemanifold, the map Φ is unde�ned. The nature of the trajetories before and after theseintersetions ompletely hanges, and at this point the map Φ undergoes jumps. Henewhen the stable manifold osillates around the �xed point, the map Φ will have arbitrarymany disontinuity points.On the subsets where the map Φ is de�ned, it is regular, ontinuous, inreasing for
w < w∗ and dereasing for w > w∗, for the same reasons as in the ase ??.If vr > v+ then the map Φ will have a unique disontinuity, and whenever vr > v−, themap Φ will have an even number of disontinuities. For vr < v−, the map Φ will possiblyhave an odd number of disontinuity points. Finally, there exists a ertain value Vmin of thepotential suh that the stable manifold is ompletely ontained in the set {v > vmin}. Forany v < Vmin the map Φ is ontinuous.The diagram 8 represents this dihotomy in the ase of the dimensioned adaptive expo-nential model, for the set of parameters used for �gure 8(a)2.0.2 Existene of stable bounded trajetoriesThe bounded trajetories in this lass of models an be either �xed points or a stable periodiorbits. A point (v, w) belongs to the attration basin of a stable trajetory if and only ifRR n° 6531
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v r 1v r 2 v r 3v r 42 . 02 . 22 . 42 . 62 . 8

(a) Nulllines and di�erent reset loations vr1, vr2, vr3, vr4 orresponding to di�erentqualitative behaviors for the map Φ.
1 . 0 1 . 5 2 . 0 2 . 5 3 . 0 3 . 5 4 . 01 . 01 . 52 . 02 . 53 . 03 . 5

(b) vr = vr1: 1 disontinuity point 1 . 8 5 1 . 9 0 1 . 9 5 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 5 2 . 1 0 2 . 1 5 2 . 2 01 . 71 . 81 . 92 . 02 . 12 . 2

() vr = vr3: 6 disontinuity point, 7 �xed points
1 . 4 1 . 6 1 . 8 2 . 0 2 . 2 2 . 4 2 . 6 2 . 8 3 . 01 . 41 . 61 . 82 . 02 . 22 . 42 . 6
(d) vr = vr2: 2 disontinuity point 1 . 4 1 . 6 1 . 8 2 . 0 2 . 2 2 . 4 2 . 6 2 . 8 3 . 01 . 01 . 21 . 41 . 61 . 82 . 02 . 22 . 4

(e) vr = vr4: Φ is ontinuousFigure 8: Case of two unstable �xed points for the lassial adaptive exponential model.Phase plane and graph of the map Φ for di�erent values of vr, for the same set of parameters.exept for the ase 8(e) where we hanged the usual spike-triggered adaptation parameter,to show that in the ase of two unstable �xed points the map Φ an have many �xed points.
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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 25the system (1.1) starting from this point onverges towards this trajetory. The topology ofthis set is governed by the subthreshold dynamis. The problem of identifying in a losedform the attration basin of the bounded solutions is very hard to handle formally. In thepresent paper we desribe qualitatively these sets and then ompute them numerially usingontinuation algorithms. The study of the attration basins of bounded trajetories requiresto study in details the subthreshold dynamis. It appears that the attration basins of thestable trajetories are linked with the shape of the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point.This preise analysis is derived in the appendix ??. From this analysis, it appears that twomain types of topologies an appear for the attration basins of the bounded trajetories:1. In the ase of the attrating yle or of the stable �xed point after the saddle-homolinibifuration (i.e. when the family of unstable limit yle originated from the Hopfbifuration exists), the boundary of the attration basin is unbounded. In this ase,we an distinguish the ase where the separatrix rosses the v-nullline or not. In thease where the limit at −∞ of F is bounded, then we an �nd a ondition for therossing of the v-nullline but in the general ase, we annot tell wether if the nulllinewill ross the v nullline or not.2. In the ase of a stable �xed point irled by an unstable limit yle originated fromthe Hopf bifuration, the attration basin is bounded by this unstable yle.In the ase where the nonlinear funtion F satis�es F ′′′(va) < 0 for va the uniquesolution of F ′(va) = a, then the system undergoes a Bautin bifuration and the subritialHopf bifuration beomes superritial, generating an attrating limit yle orrespondingto self-sustained subthreshold osillations. In this ase, there is no �xed point, but theattrating limit yle is a bounded trajetory and doesn't leads to a spike. As stated, thedomain D is no more neessarily the whole real line R. If we denote by A the attrationdomain of the bounded solutions, the de�nition domain of Φ is simply R \ A.In this ase, as stated in setion ??, the attration basin is unbounded. It an eitherross the v nullline, and in this ase the attration basin has a lower voltage bound vmin,or not.If the separatrix rosses the v-nullline, then for vr < vmin, D = R and the map Φ hasexatly the same shape as desribed in the no �xed point ase treated in setion ??. If v >
vmin, then D = (−∞, wmin(vr)∪(wmax(vr),∞). For vr < v+, the map Φ is regular, inreasingand onave on the �rst interval, and on the seond one it is regular and dereasing. For
v > v+, then wmin(vr) > w∗ > w∗∗. In the interval (−∞, wmin(vr), the map Φ is regular,inreasing and onave for w < w∗, greater than id + d (where id is the identity map) for
w < w∗∗ and dereasing for w∗ < w < wmin(vr). On the interval (wmax(vr),∞), it is regular,dereasing, and has a horizontal asymptote for w → ∞.If the separatrix does not ross the v-nullline, then it is unbounded in voltage, andhene the de�nition domain D is of the type (−∞, wmin(vr)). If vr < v+ then the map Φ isinreasing, regular and onave on D. If vr > v+, then wmin(vr) > w∗ > w∗∗, and the map
Φ is regular, onave and inreasing for w < w∗, greater than (id + d) for w < w∗∗, andregularly dereasing for w∗ < w < wmin(vr).RR n° 6531



26 Touboul & Brette2.0.3 Existene of a stable �xed pointIn the ase where there exists a stable �xed point for the subthreshold dynamis, the attra-tion basin an be either bounded or unbounded. In the latter ase, the de�nition domainand the dynamis of Φ is exatly the same as desribed in the ase where there exists astable limit yle (setion ??).In the ase where the attration basin of the stable �xed point is bounded, let us denoteby vmin,D and vmax,D the bounds of this domain in the v variable, and {wmin(vr), wmax(vr)}the bounds of D for a given vr ∈ (vmin,D, vmin,D).If v < vmin, D, then D = R and the map Φ has the same harateristis as in the asewhere there is no �xed point (see setion ??). If v > vmax,D, then the domain D is equal toR deprived of the intersetion of the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point with the line
v = vr. In this ase, the shape of Φ is the same as in the ase where there are two unstable�xed points (see setion 2.0.1), and in partiular it has a disontinuity at w = w∗.Eventually, for vmin, D < vr < vmax, D, the domain D is omposed of two subintervals
(−∞, wmin(vr)) and (wmin(vr),∞), and the dynamis of Φ on this set is the same as desribedin the ase where there exists a stable limit yle whose attration basin rosses the v-nullline (see setion ??).3 Phasi BehaviorsIn this setion, we onsider the ases where the neuron has a phasi spiking behavior. Inthis ase neessarily, after a given possibly spiking transient phase, the system is attratedtowards a bounded trajetory, either a �xed point or a stable limit yle. This setion isaimed to explain qualitatively the origin of some of the phasi behaviors observed in thepapers [1, 9, 19℄ in the framework we introdue in the present paper.Hene the ases we onsider here are the ases introdued in setions ?? and 2.0.3. As wehave seen in these setions, the attration basin of the stable periodi orbit is unbounded,and the attration basin of the �xed point an be either bounded or unbounded. We willdistinguish in this study two ases: the �rst ase is the ase where the boundary of theattration is an inreasing funtion of v (i.e. neessarily in the ase where the attrationbasin is unbounded), and the ase where it rosses both nulllines.3.1 Unbounded inreasing separatrixIn the ases where the attration basin of the �xed point is unbounded and an inreasingfuntion of v, then the de�nition domain of the map Φ is always of type (−∞, wmin,D(vr)).In this ase, phasi behaviors only our when Φ(wmin,D(vr)) > wmin,D(vr). In this ase,we have Φ(w) ≥ w + ε for some ε > 0. Hene for any w ∈ D, there exists n ∈ N∗ suhthat Φn(w) > wmin,D(vr) and hene Φn(w) 6∈ D. The neuron will send n spikes and then isattrated by the bounded trajetory and will not spike anymore.In the ase where Φ(wmin,D(vr)) < wmin,D(vr), then there exists a unique �xed point forthe map Φ, We distinguish two ases: INRIA
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� 7 0 0 � 6 0 0 � 5 0 0 � 4 0 0 � 3 0 0 � 2 0 0 � 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0� 4 0� 2 0 02 04 0

(a) Exponential Model 	 4 0 	 2 0 0 2 0 4 0	 2 0	 1 0 01 02 0

(b) Quadrati Model

� 4 0 � 2 0 0 2 0 4 0� 1 5� 1 0� 50 5

() Quarti ModelFigure 9: Attration Basin of the stable �xed point in the ase of the exponential, thequadrati and the quarti adaptive neuron models. We represented in red the lowest spikingtrajetory.
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28 Touboul & Brette� if vr < v+, then the map Φ is inreasing on D, Φ(D) ⊂ D and hene the neuron willnot be in a toni spiking ase.� if vr > v+, then the map Φ is inreasing on (−∞, w∗(vr)] and dereasing on [w∗(vr), wmin,D(vr)).If maxx∈D Φ(x) < wmin,D(vr) then the neuron is always in a toni behavior, sine
Φ(D) ⊂ D. If it is not the ase, then there exists a non-empty domain A1 suhthat Φ(x) 6∈ D for all x ∈ A1. For any initial ondition w in A1, the neuron willsend a spike and then return to equilibrium. By an immediate indution, we de�ne
An+1 = Φ−1(An) the set of initial onditions suh that the neuron emits exatly nspikes before returning to equilibrium. The set of phasi spiking initial onditions ishene ∪∞

n=1An and the set of toni spiking initial ondition its omplementary. Thisset is a union of intervals. Let us desribe this set a little bit further. The set A1 isequal to Φ−1(A) where A is the attration basin of the bounded trajetory. It or-responds to the points suh that Φ(w) > wmin,D(vr). Hene it is an interval [a1
1, a

1
2]with a1

1 < w∗ < a1
2 < wmin,D(vr). The set A2 is the reiproal image of A1 under Φ.This phasi spiking set will never over ompletely D. Indeed, the �xed point of Φ,whih we denote wf , is a toni spiking point. Furthermore, if the �xed point wf isstable (|Φ′(wf )| < 1), then there exists an interval T1 suh that Φ(T1) ⊂ T1 and henethe spiking set will be a reunion of non-empty intervals. If the �xed point is unstable,then the set of transient dynamis is D \ {wf}.3.2 Bounded or turning separatrixIn this setion we onsider the ases where the boundary of the attration is either a limityle or rosses both nulllines.As already disussed, in these ases, the domain D is either R or a union of two un-bounded intervals. The ase where D = R is always a toni spiking ase, and hene will betreated in the setion dediated to these behaviors. We hene onsider here the ase wherethe domain D is the union of two interval D = (−∞, wmin,D(vr))∪(wmax,D(vr),∞). We �rstnote that Φ((wmax,D(vr),∞)) ⊂ Φ((−∞, wmin,D(vr))) beause of the properties of the sub-threshold dynamis. Indeed, any trajetory starting from (vr, w) with w ∈ (wmax,D(vr),∞)will ross the line v = vr at some point w ∈ (wmax,D(vr),∞). Hene we fous in the sequelon the dynamis of Φ on I1 := (−∞, wmin,D(vr)).On this interval, if maxx∈I1 Φ(x) < wmin,D(vr), then the system will never esape from Dand hene will be in a toni spiking behavior. There will be phasi spiking if maxx∈I1 Φ(x) <

wmin,D(vr).For instane, if wmin,D(vr) < Φ(wmin,D(vr)) and wmin,D(vr) < maxx∈I1 Φ(x) < wmax,D(vr),then the system will be unonditionally transient, i.e. for any w ∈ D, there exists n ∈ N∗suh that Φn(w) 6∈ D. Indeed, the sequene Φk(w) is stritly inreasing and will end up inR \ D after a given number of iterations.If wmin,D(vr) > Φ(wmin,D(vr)) and wmin,D(vr) < maxx∈I1 Φ(x) < wmax,D(vr), then thesystem has a stable �xed point, and hene there exists a subset of D stable under Φ (sinethe dynamis is ontrating in the neighborhood of the �xed point). In this ase again,
INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 29the transient behavior set will be a ountable union of intervals as in the ase previouslydesribed.A more omplex struture will appear if maxx∈I1 Φ(x) > wmax,D(vr). In this ase, ...3.3 Phasi behaviorsMany authors desribed two main types of phasi behaviors : phasi spiking and phasibursting. It appears that in terms of dynamis, the only di�erene one an do betweentwo phasi behaviors is the number of spikes before returning to equilibrium. In fat, whenonsidering more preisely the traes given by the authors, we observe that the behaviorsquali�ed of phasi bursting only di�er from the ones quali�ed of phasi spiking by thefrequeny of spike emission, but never present a sequene of bursts followed by a return toequilibrium. Indeed, as we will prove in the toni spiking setion, the bursting orrespondsto the onvergene towards a stable spiking trajetory. The frequeny of spikes is governedby the di�erent time sales and the nonlinearity.In the lassi�ation of these artiles, the phasi spiking orresponds to the emission of asingle spike, hene to all the set of trajetory rossing the line v = vr in the set A1. Anyother transient dynamis is onsidered as phasi bursting.4 Toni BehaviorsIn this setion we are interested in what we all the toni behaviors, haraterized by theemission of in�nitely many spikes. This will be the ase whenever Φ(D) ⊂ D, for instanewhen D = R i.e. when there is no stable bounded trajetory (�xed point, periodi orbit) inthe subthreshold dynamial system.We will �rst treat the ase where there is no �xed point in the subthreshold dynamis.4.1 No �xed point aseIn this setion, we onsider the ase where I > −m(b), i.e. when the nullline do notinterset and hene when there is no �xed point. In this ase, the system will always be ina toni behavior, the domain D is the whole real line R and the map Φ has the propertiesdesribed in setion ??. The study of the iterations of Φ will hene give us a good way tounderstand the di�erent toni spiking patterns observed in these models.4.1.1 Toni spikingIn the artile [19℄, the author observed numerially the existene of a generalized limit yle,whih he alled spiking limit yle, virtually ontaining a point at in�nity (see Fig. 10).The regular spiking behavior, whatever the phasi behavior, is linked with the preseneof suh a yle. This yle desribed is exatly a �xed point of the Poinaré appliation Φ,and the onvergene to a regular spiking behavior is simply linked with the onvergene ofthe reset loation sequene to this �xed point.RR n° 6531



30 Touboul & Brette

Figure 10: Spiking generalized limit yle. In the simulation, we have ut the trajetoriesto a given threshold. At this threshold, we are sure that the solution will blow up, and thetrajetory is almost horizontal, hene the real piture is very similarA simple su�ient ondition to get these two onditions is given by the following theorem.Theorem 4.1. Assume that Φ(w∗) ≤ w∗. Then the sequene of reset positions (wn)n≥0will onverge whatever the initial ondition.Proof. First of all, we deal with the ase w0 ≤ w∗. The sequene (wn)n≥0 is monotonoussine we have Φ inreasing on (−∞, w∗]. Indeed, assume that Φ(w) ≤ w, then by indutionon n we have
Φn+1(w) ≤ Φn(w)and hene the sequene is non-inreasing. If Φ(w) ≥ w, the same argument gives us thatthe sequene (wn)n is non-dereasing.Note that in this ase, we neessarily have w∗∗ < w∗. Indeed, if it was not the ase,then proposition ?? would imply that Φ(w) > w whih ontradits the hypothesis of thetheorem.If w ∈ [w∗∗, w∗], then we know by the hypothesis of the theorem and by the result ofthe proposition ?? that this interval is invariant under Φ, and hene (wn)n is a monotonoussequene in a ompat set, and hene will neessarily onverge to a �xed point in [w∗∗, w∗].If w < w∗∗ then Φ(w) ≥ w + d and hene there exists an index N suh that wN ≥ w∗∗.We apply the result previously proved to obtain that (wn)n onverges to a �xed point in

[w∗∗, w∗].If w > w∗, then Φ is dereasing on this interval, and hene Φ(w) ≤ Φ(w∗) ≤ w∗, henewe an use the previous analysis to prove that the system will onverge to a �xed point in
[w∗∗, w∗].Remark 1. This result implies the property of regular spiking we observed in numerialsimulations. This would orresponds by analogy to the ondutane based models to ageneralized attrating spiking limit yle, generalized beause ontaining a spike in the lassof modeled of interest means ontaining a point (v = ∞, w) for some w. INRIA
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() Sample path of (wn) =with w0 > w∗Figure 11: Convergene towards �xed point.Note that the regular spiking behavior is linked with the onvergene of the sequene
(wn)n≥0. Indeed, if this sequene onverges, then the frequeny of the spikes will onvergealso. If it does not, the only way to have regular spiking is to have a yle and eah pointof the yle orresponds to the same spike time in the ase where the map T is not one-to-one. When this ase ours, then one of the point of the yle is lower than w∗ andhene orresponds to a sharp after-potential and the other point is greater than w∗ andorresponds to a broad after potential, and the sequene will then be onsidered as a regularbursting.The following theorem gives us another su�ient ondition on the dynamis to get regularspiking.Theorem 4.2. Assume that Φ(w∗) > w∗ and Φ2(w∗) > w∗. Then the sequene of resetpositions will onverge to a �xed point whatever the initial ondition.Proof. First of all, we already noted that there exists a unique �xed point for the map Φand that this �xed point is in [w∗, Φ(w∗)]. If we have

w∗ < Φ2(w∗) < Φ(w∗)Then beause of the monotony of Φ on (w∗,∞), we have (by indution) for all n ≥ 1:
Φ2n(w∗) < Φ2n+1(w∗) < Φ2n−1(w∗)

Φ2n(w∗) < Φ2n+2(w∗) < Φ2n+1(w∗)
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32 Touboul & BretteHene the sequene (w2n)n≥0 is an inreasing sequene and (w2n+1)n≥1 is dereasing, andfor all n, we have w2n < w2n+1. Hene the two sequenes onverge.We know that beause of the monotony onditions on Φ and the plateau that Φ2 haseither a unique �xed point (the same as Φ) or three �xed points. Let w1 := min{Φ−1(w∗)}.Then Φ2 is inreasing on (−∞, w1), dereasing on (w1, w
∗) and inreasing again on (w∗, ∞),and onverges to a �nite limit when w → ∞. On (−∞, w∗), Φ2(w) > w beause it is learlythe ase on (−∞, w1) and the minimum of Φ2 is reahed at w∗ where Φ2(w∗) > w∗, hene

Φ2 has a unique �xed point, whih is the same as Φ.Thus the two sequenes onverge to this same �xed point.Let now w0 be an initial ondition. Then neessarily the sequene wn will be in theinvariant interval [w∗, Φ(w∗)]. Indeed, assume that w0 < w∗. Then we know that thesequene will not be bounded by w∗, sine there is no �xed point in (−∞, w∗). Hene therewill be an integer p suh that Φp(w0) ≤ w∗ and Φp+1(w0) ≥ w∗. Then beause of themonotony of Φ we have Φp+1(w0) ≤ Φ(w∗).Interestingly enough, the input urrent has a stabilizing e�et on the behavior of theneuron. We an even prove that for I large enough the sequene will always onverge to a�xed point. Nevertheless, the omplexity we desribed in the previous setions will learlya�et the dynamis when we vary I. Note that this type of behavior is what is sometimesalled fast spiking behavior: it is a ase where the neuron �res very fast.Proposition 4.3. Let a, b, vr, d be �xed parameters. There exists Is suh that for all
I > Is the sequene of iterates of Φ onverges.Proof. Indeed, onsider the point w∗(I) and let I inrease. From this point w∗(I), the vetor�eld in the diretion of v does not hange, and in the diretion of the adaptation variable w,it dereases linearly (i.e. inreasing I by δI amounts adding −δI to the vetor �eld in thediretion of w). This new dynamial system an be dedued from the original one hanging
w in w̃ = w − I.The trajetories are ordered and the order dereases with I. Indeed, let I1 < I2. Theequation of the trajetory reads: dw̃dv

=
a(bv − w) − aI

F (v) − wand hene is dereasing with I. Furthermore, at the point w̃∗ = F (vr), the vetor �eldis vertial and the amplitude of the vetor �eld inreases with I. Hene all the trajetoriesare ordered, and Φ(w∗) − I is dereasing with I. Moreover, the trajetories are diverging,i.e. the distane between two trajetories inrease with time.Finally, it is lear that the trajetory in w is not bounded at the beginning of theevolution. Indeed, the vetor �eld at the initial instant is vertial and its amplitude tendsto −∞ when I → ∞.This an be proved easily by a redutio ad absurbum proof. Assume that w̃ had a lowerbound winf for any I. Then in this ase, we would have:
v̇ = F (v) − w̃ ≤ F (v) − w1 (4.1)INRIA
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() Mixed Mode (multiplier 10−4)Figure 12: Di�erent types of onvergene for the quarti model, when all the parametersare �xed but the time sale of the adaptation variable a. The faster the adaptation is, theslower the onvergene is.and hene v(t) ≤ v1(t) the solution of this equation. This equation do not depend on I.Let dt be a �nite time smaller than the explosion time of the equation (4.1) suh that for
t ∈ [0, dt], v(t) ≤ v1 a given value ≥ vr. Then we have for I large enough:











a(bv − w) − aI ≤ a(bv1 − w1) − aI ≤ 0

0 ≤ F (v) − w ≤ F (v) − w1

−dwdv
= −a(bv−w)−aI

F (v)−w
≥ −a(bv1−w1)+aI

F (v)−w1This is not possible sine for v ∈ [vr , v1], when I inreases, w will be as small as one wants.Hene we have to simple riteria for regular spiking. Moreover, we have proved that foran input urrent large enough, the neuron will spike regularly. Nevertheless, this analysisdoesn't distinguishes the simple toni spiking from the mixed mode or the spike frequenyadaptation. The di�erenes between these behaviors is only the transient phase of spiking,whih orresponds from a mathematial point of view to the way the sequene of iteratesonverges towards the �xed point (see Fig.12). From the biologial point of view, thedistintion between these behaviors is not so lear either. In our framework, we an quantifythe onvergene speed, whih is diretly linked with the multiplier of the �xed point. If themodulus of this multiplier is very small (lose to 0), then the onvergene will be very fast,and we will see a short transient before the regular spiking, and hene we will have a mixedmode (see Fig. 12()). If the multiplier modulus is lose to 1, then the onvergene will bevery slow, and we will have spike frequeny adaptation (see Fig. 12(a)).
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34 Touboul & Brette4.1.2 Toni BurstingIn the numerial analysis of the paper [19℄, the author observed that bursting ativity waslinked with the existene of an attrating generalized limit yle, whih he alled burstinglimit yle, virtually ontining many points having an in�nite membrane potential (see Fig.13). The regular bursting behavior, whatever the transient behavior, is linked with thepresene of suh a yle, and this yle orresponds exatly to periodi points for the thePoinaré map Φ.
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Figure 13: Bursting generalized limit yle. In the simulation, we have ut the trajetoriesto a given threshold. At this threshold, we are sure that the solution will blow up, and thetrajetory is almost horizontal, hene the real piture is very similarWe an prove that there exists yles of any period. Indeed, one of the simplest appli-ation of Sarkovskii's theorem (see e.g. [3℄) is that if there exist a periodi point of period
3, then there exist periodi points of any period, hene bursts of any period. Theorem 4.4gives us a simple riterion on the dynamis of Φ to have a period 3 yle.Theorem 4.4 (Cyles of any period). Let w1 := min{Φ−1(w∗)}. Assume that:











Φ(w∗) > w∗

Φ2(w∗) < w1

Φ3(w∗) > w∗

(4.2)Then there exists a non-trivial period 3 yle, hene the reset proess has yles of any period.Proof. The only thing to prove is that there exist a real T suh that
{

Φ3(T ) = T

Φ(T ) 6= T INRIA
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(a) Period three point (b) Period four point () Period two pointFigure 14: Di�erent types of bursts and the periodi orbits of Φ assoiated. The last exampleof a point of period two shows that the system is quite exitable. Indeed, the preision ofour integration sheme is very high in this ase. This irregularity we observe is linked withnumerial errors assoiated with the exitability of the system: we are very lose of thedisappearane of this yle.We know that there exists a unique �xed point of Φ, whih we denote w∞ and whih liesin the interval [w∗, Φ(w∗)]. Here we prove that there exists another solution of Φ3(x) = x.Indeed, let us desribe the funtion Φ3:� It is inreasing on (−∞, w2) where w2 = min{Φ−2(w∗)}, and above the urve y = xon this interval.� dereasing on (w2, w1) and Φ3(w1) = Φ2(w∗) < w1 hene the urve rosses one theurve y = x, at a point stritly inferior to w∗.Hene we have proved that there exists a period 3 yle. Sarkovskii's theorem (see e.g. [3℄)ensures us that there are yles of any period for the map Φ .Remark 2. This theorem gives us a quite simple ondition on Φ to get period 3 yles.This implies that the system is haoti, as shown in the exellent paper of Li and Yorke[14℄. Nevertheless the haos they �nd is a topologial haos. It means that the set of ylesis dense. It does not orresponds to the usual de�nition of haos used in neurosiene,understood as sensitive dependeny on initial onditions.We an easily �nd in our appliations periodi points of period 3, when vr varies. Wean also �nd experimentally periodi points of di�erent periods, as shown in �gure 14.4.1.3 Bifurations and ChaosNow we have seen that varying parameters an hange the behavior of the sequene ofiterates, from the onvergene to a single point to the onvergene towards yles. Hene aRR n° 6531
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Figure 15: Poinaré appliation for the quarti model with a = 1, b = 0.5, vr = 3, d = 1and I ranging from 1 to 20.natural question arises: how does the behavior of the sequene of iterates depend upon theparameters.To understand better the transition between these di�erent types of behaviors, it isimportant to understand better the dependeny of the Poinaré map Φ in funtion of theparameters. The parameter having the simplest e�et on the dynamis is the adaptationparameter d whih only shifts the Poinaré map. Hene when d is very small, the �xed pointwill be attrative with a positive multiplier. When d will be very large, then the �xed pointwill be attrative with a negative multiplier, lose to 0 (the �xed point will be on the �atregion orresponding to the horizontal asymptote).As we have already seen, when I inreases, after a ertain value of I, the sequene willonverge towards a �xed point. Inreasing I has the e�et of linearly translating the point
w∗ = F (vr) + I, induing a smooth hange of the urve Φ (see �gure Fig.15.The behaviors with respet to these two parameters are hene quite regular. When d isbig or I is big, then we have regular spiking.The dependeny in the parameters a and b are also very smooth and monotonous. Themap Φ hardly depends on b and the dependeny in a is similar to the dependeny in I.Figure 16 represents many urves for the same parameters, when varying the parameters aand b.4.1.4 Bifurations with respet to the spike-triggered adaptationAs we already showed, the map Φ beomes very sharp when vr inreases. Hene for a ertainvalue of vr, the minimum of the derivative of Φ will be lower than −1. Changing the spike-triggered adaptation parameter d amounts shifting the map Φ vertially. Hene inreasing bwill shift the �xed point along the urve Φ. Assume that for d = 0 the �xed point is stableINRIA
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(b) Dependeny in bFigure 16: Dependeny of the appliation Φ on the parameters a and b of the subthresholddynamis.and lower than the point where the di�erential of Φ is lower than one. Then the �xed pointof Φ will be stable when inreasing d until it reahes the �rst point where the di�erentialof Φ is lower than −1. At this point the system undergoes a period-doubling bifuration(the non-degeneray ondition an be easily heked numerially) and hene the sequeneof iterates bifurates from the onvergene towards a �xed point to the onvergene towardsa period two yle. This yle an lose stability also (see �gure Fig.17(b) where the systemundergoes a period adding bifuration after the period doubling one, with a short phase ofhaos). Nevertheless, if we ontinue inreasing the spike triggered parameter d, the ylewill ollapse to a �xed point, via an inverted period-doubling bifuration again.The �gure Fig.17 represents two ases for di�erent vr.4.1.5 Bifurations with respet to the input urrentAs already shown, the input urrent has a stabilizing e�et on the dynamis. Here again,the same sheme appears, though less learly sine the dependeny in I is quite di�erent.Nevertheless the regularity of Φ with respet to I ensures us that the �xed point of Φ willbeome stable for I large enough via an inverted period doubling bifuration. We simulatedthe orbits varying I in these ases and obtained the expeted result for di�erent values ofthe vr parameter, large enough so that the map Φ is sharp. The results are presented in�gure Fig.184.1.6 Casade of period adding bifurations and haos with respet to vrA very interesting parameter would be the reset loation vr. As we will see in the simulations,the behavior of the system with respet to this parameter is very interesting and omplex.The behavior of the set of urves Φ when varying vr is not monotonous, and annot be
RR n° 6531
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(b) Vr = −47.7mVFigure 17: Orbits of Φ for di�erent initial onditions, varying the spike-triggered adaptationparameter d, in the ase of the dimensioned Adaptive Exponential model. We an observethat for d small enough the system onverges towards the �xed point of Φ. When inreasing
d, as desribed in the text, the �xed point loses stability via a period doubling bifurationand a yle of period 2 appears. In the ase (a) the system presents another period doublingbifuration for d ≈ 0.8, and then returns to equilibrium via an inverted period doublingbifuration as desribed in the text. In the seond simulation for Vr larger,
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(b) Vr = −47.7mVFigure 18: Orbits of Φ when varying the input urrent I in the ase of the dimensionedAdaptive Exponential model. In the ase 18(a) the reset loation is small enough and thedynamis only presents a loss of stability via period doubling and then returns to equilibrium.In the seond ase 18(b), the �xed point is unstable when it appears and we have a periodtwo yle immediately followed by a period 3 yle, then via an inverted period-addingbifuration we return to a period two yle, and then by inverted period doubling bifurationto the fast-spiking equilibrium. The transition from period three to period two presents ahaoti behavior.
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(b) A detail of the diagramFigure 19: Poinaré appliation for the quarti model with a = 1, b = 0.5, d = 1, I = 7 and
vr ranging from −5 to 20. The transition is very sharp, and the zoom let us see a little bitmore preisely what happens before the fast hange of Φ.desribed very easily. First of all, the maximum if Φ, the point w∗ = F (vr) + I, will �rstderease with vr when vr is inferior to the point where F takes its minimum, and then willinrease again. The onvexity of F makes the behavior of Φ quite sharp in funtion of vr.Figure Fig.19 represents many urves when vr varies. As we an see, for reasonable valuesof the parameter vr, the urve Φ gets very sharp very fast and keeps sharper and sharper.As we see, the �xed point has a multiplier of absolute value stritly greater than 1 in thease presented for vr large. It is also interesting to see that for very small values of vr thePoinaré map is very �at.If we study the �xed point and the stability of this map, we observe a very interestingbehavior. The only �xed point loses quite fast its stability via a period doubling bifuration.We numerially observe a asade of period adding bifurations. We also observed that thetransition from period n to period n+1 is done via a asade of period doubling and a zoneof haos(see �gure Fig.20). It is quite interesting to observe haos in this model. Indeed, the�ring patterns observed in the nervous system are often haoti. For instane in the Purkinjeell, it has been observed that as the temperature inreases for a given input urrent, thealium spiking presented a period doubling during in vitro experiments (see [16, 5, 15, 8℄).The appearane of doublets was also observed in vivo on reordings done by Jaeger andBower on the ketamine-anesthetized guinea pig when the inhibition is bloked [12℄. Thistype of route to haos has also been shown in lassial neuron models. For instane Rinzeland Miller in [18℄ loated a period doubling on the interspike interval in the Hodgkin-Huxleymodel by omputing eigenvalues along a family of periodi orbits. It has then been shownin other neuronal models, for instane in a version of the Hodgkin-Huxley model taking intoaount the temperature [6℄. In this ase, the system undergoes a period doubling asadewhen varying the temperature.
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(a) Full bifuration diagram

(b) Zoom on the transitionsFigure 20: The period adding bifuration asade in the reset sequene for the adaptiveexponential integrate-and-�re neuron, for the original parameters (see [1℄), with a = 0.01,and Vr ranging from −55mV (original value), to −43mV , and a zoom on the transitionsfrom �xed points to period 2, period 2 to period 3 and period 3 to period 4.RR n° 6531
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(a) Bifurations with respet to the param-eter I

(b) Bifurations with respet to the param-eters dFigure 21: A RETIRER!!! Fixed points and �xed yles in funtion of the adaptationparameter I and d. The period doubling observed generated strange behaviors whih arestabilized when the parameters inreaseIn the �gure Fig.20 we provide a diagram in the ase of the adaptive exponentialintegrate-and-�re model. Indeed, this model has the advantage to be based on a biologialanalysis and has been �tted autiously (see [1, 13℄). For this reason we hose to instantiatethe adaptive exponential neuron to be sure that the phenomenon ours in a plausible rangeof values.It is lear that this behavior in�uenes the dependeny in the other parameters, as weshow in Figure �g.21.4.2 Existene of a stable �xed pointIn the ase where I < −min(m(b), I∗(a, b)) where m(b) is the minimum of Gb : x 7→ F (x)−bxand I∗(a, b) = bva−F (va) for va the unique solution of F ′(va) = a, then there exists a stable�xed point and a saddle �xed point. The existene of the stable �xed point a�ets the shapeof the de�nition domain D.First of all, let us study the ases when the attrating basin of the stable boundedtrajetories (stable �xed points or stable limit yles) is unbounded, for instane for thequadrati and quarti models.In this ase, as already stated, the dynamis will always be inreasing on D. The spikingbehavior will depend on the relative position of Φ(wmax,D) with respet to wmax,D:1. If Φ(wmax,D) > wmax,D (i.e. Φ(D) * D) then there will not exist any toni behavior.Indeed, all a the spiking sequene will eventually exit from D, beause of the onvexityproperty (see theorem 2.1). This will be the ase for vr ∈ [v−(I, b), v+(I, b)].2. If Φ(wmax,D) > wmax,D (i.e Φ(D) ⊂ D), then there will exist a stable �xed point andthe spiking sequenes will always onverge to this �xed point (beause the map Φ isINRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 43inreasing and rosses the urve y = x, hene the derivative of Φ at this point will bepositive and lower than 1) and any spiking sequene will be a regular spiking one. As inthe ase where there is no �xed point, the transient behavior that distinguishes betweenspike frequeny adaptation and mixed mode will depend upon the multipliator of this�xed point).This last ase is the ase of the bistability observed in the numerial experiments in[19, 10℄. Hene for this type of models as the quadrati and quarti model, the bistabilitywill always be regular spiking/rest. There will never be bursts or spiking variability (haos)in these ases.The ase of the exponential adaptive model is quite di�erent. Indeed, the attrator hasnot the same shape, and yles an appear, whih will orrespond to a bistability burst-ing/rest.1. If vr < vmin,D or vr > vmax,D, then the above analysis when there is no �xed pointsremains valid.2. If vr ∈ [vmin,D, vmax,D], then we distinguish two ases as before:(a) if Φ(wmin,D) < wmin,D then we have Φ(D) ⊂ D and there exists a unique �xedpoint of Φ in I1 whih is stable beause of the monotony and onavity propertiesof Φ on I1.(b) if Φ(wmin,D) ⊂ (wmin,D, wmax,D) then the spiking dynamis will always be tran-sient.() if Φ(wmin,D) > wmax,D, we an de�ned the sets where the neurons will spike atleast n times for n ∈ N:
Dn = D \ Φ−1(D) \ . . . \

(

Φ−1
)n−1

(D)and the de�nition de�nition domain of the toni behavior is de�ned by:
D∞ = D \ Φ−1((wmin,D, wmax,D) \ . . . \

(

Φ−1
)n

((wmin,D, wmax,D)) . . .(see Fig.22). This struture is quite similar to the de�nition domain of the lo-gisti map for µ > 4 (see [3℄). This ase does not our a biologial range ofparameters, sine the extension of the attration basin of the stable �xed pointis quite wide. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that in this ase, there existslots of partiular behaviors4.3 Existene of a stable limit yleIf the nonlinearity satis�es the property F ′′′(va) < 0 where va is the unique solution of
F ′(va) = a, then there exists a stable limit yle for b > a−F ′′(va)2

F ′′′(va) and I∗(a, b) < I < −m(b).RR n° 6531
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Figure 22: De�nition set of the toni spiking in the ase 2

Figure 23: Bistability in the ase of the quarti model
INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 45This is the ase for instane for the quarti model. As shown numerially (See Fig.2(a)),the attration basin of the limit yle for the quarti model is unbounded. Hene in D, themap Φ is inreasing, and we have:� if Φ(wmax,D) > wmax,D (for instane in the ase where v−(I, b) < vr < v+(I, b)), thenevery trajetory will fall in the attration basin of the yle after a �nite number ofspikes emitted.� if Φ(wmax,D) ≤ wmax,D then D will be stable under Φ (i.e. Φ(D) ⊂ D and thereexists a stable �xed point for Φ in D. Any sequene of iterates starting from D willonverge to this �xed point. Hene there will a bistable behavior: a stable regularspiking behavior and a stable subtreshold osillation.4.4 No stable bounded trajetoryIn this setion we onsider the ase where there is no stable �xed point nor stable limit yle.This ase orresponds in the ases where F ′′′(va) > 0 (resp. F ′′′(va) < 0) to the ase where
b > a (resp a < b < a − F ′′(va)

F ′′′(va) ) and I∗(a, b) < I < −m(b) where I∗(a, b) = bva − F (va)for va the unique solution of F ′(va) = a, and m(b) the unique minimum of the funtion
Gb(x) = F (x) − bx (see [19℄). In this ase, the system has two unstable �xed points (asaddle �xed point and a repulsive one).� If vr < Vmin, then the analysis done in the ase where there is no �xed point appliesdiretly. Nevertheless in that ase, vr is bounded and hene it is not possible to sharpenthe map Φ as we did in the setion of the haos by taking vr large enough, and henebursts and haos are less probables in that ase.� If there is no �xed point for the map Φ (for instane if the identity line rosses thedisontinuity), then regular spiking is impossible, and hene we will have bursts orirregular spiking neessarily.� If there is a unique �xed point, then regular spiking and bursts an oexist dependingon the initial ondition. Indeed, the map Φ is disontinuous and an present stableyles together with the presene of a stable �xed point. For instane assume that

vr < v+. In this ase, denote by wd is the disontinuity point (the intersetion of
v = vr with the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point). We have wd < w∗. Iffurthermore Φ(w−

d ) < wd, then the image of (wd,∞) by Φ is inluded in (−∞, wd)whih is stable under the ation of Φ. Hene the dynamis of Φ is after possible oneiteration desribed by the dynamis of Φ on (−∞, wd). It is easy to prove that in thisase the sequene onverges towards the �xed point of Φ. This proof readily extendsto the ase where vr > v+ and maxx∈(−∞,wd) < wd.� The ase where there are many �xed points is way more omplex. In this ase the sys-tem ould have di�erent regular spiking frequenies, depending on the initial ondition.
RR n° 6531



46 Touboul & BretteIn this ase of multiple attrators, the system ould swith between these attrators,present hysteresis, and its omputational apabilities are inreased.Referenes[1℄ R. Brette and W. Gerstner. Adaptive exponential integrate-and-�re model as an e�etive desription ofneuronal ativity. Journal of Neurophysiology, 94:3637�3642, 2005.[2℄ Romain Brette. The auhy problem for one-dimensional spiking neuron models. Cognitive Neurodynamis,2(1):21�27, 2007.[3℄ R.L. Devaney. An Introdution to Chaoti Dynamial Systems. Westview Press, 2003.[4℄ Jean Dieudonné. Éléments d'analyse - Tome I : Fondements de l'analyse moderne. Gauthier-Villars, 1963.[5℄ Y. Etzion and Y. Grossman. Potassium urrents modulation of alium spike �ring in dendrites of erebellarPurkinje ells. Experimental Brain Researh, 122(3):283�294, 1998.[6℄ U. Feudel, A. Neiman, X. Pei, W. Wojtenek, H. Braun, M. Huber, and F. Moss. Homolini bifuration ina Hodgkin�Huxley model of thermally sensitive neurons. Chaos: An Interdisiplinary Journal of NonlinearSiene, 10:231, 2000.[7℄ N. Fouraud-Trome, D. Hansel, C. van Vreeswijk, and N. Brunel. How Spike Generation Mehanisms Deter-mine the Neuronal Response to Flutuating Inputs. Journal of Neurosiene, 23(37):11628, 2003.[8℄ J. Hounsgaard and J. Midtgaard. Synapti ontrol of exitability in turtle erebellar Purkinje ells. TheJournal of Physiology, 409:157, 1989.[9℄ E. Izhikevih. Simple model of spiking neurons. IEEE Transations on Neural Networks, 14(6):1569�1572,2003.[10℄ E.M. Izhikevih. Whih model to use for ortial spiking neurons? IEEE Trans Neural Netw, 15(5):1063�1070,September 2004.[11℄ Eugene M. Izhikevih. Dynamial Systems in Neurosiene: The Geometry of Exitability and Bursting.The MIT Press, 2006. To appear.[12℄ D. Jaeger and J.M. Bower. Prolonged responses in rat erebellar Purkinje ells following ativation of thegranule ell layer: an intraellular in vitro and in vivo investigation. Experimental Brain Researh, 100(2):200�214, 1994.[13℄ R. Jolivet, R. Kobayashi, A. Rauh, R. Naud, S. Shinomoto, and W. Gerstner. A benhmark test for aquantitative assessment of simple neuron models. Journal of Neurosiene Methods, 169(2):417�424, 2008.[14℄ T.Y. Li and J. Yorke. Period three implies haos. Amerian Mathematial Monthly, 82:985�992, 1975.[15℄ R. Llinas and M. Sugimori. Eletrophysiologial properties of in vitro Purkinje ell somata in mammalianerebellar slies. The Journal of Physiology, 305(1):171�195, 1980.[16℄ Y. Mandelblat, Y. Etzion, Y. Grossman, and D. Golomb. Period Doubling of Calium Spike Firing in a Modelof a Purkinje Cell Dendrite. Journal of Computational Neurosiene, 11(1):43�62, 2001.[17℄ R Naud, N Maille, C Clopath, and W Gerstner. Firing patterns in the adaptive exponential integrate-and-�remodel. Biologial Cybernetis (submitted), 2008.[18℄ J. Rinzel and R.N. Miller. Numerial alulation of stable and unstable periodi solutions to the Hodgkin-Huxley equations. Math. Biosi, 49:27�59, 1980.[19℄ Jonathan Touboul. Bifuration analysis of a general lass of nonlinear integrate-and-�re neurons. SIAMJournal on Applied Mathematis, 68(4):1045�1079, 2008.[20℄ Jonathan Touboul and Romain Brette. Dynamis and bifurations of the adaptive exponential integrate-and-�re model. Biologial Cybernetis (submitted), 2008.
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